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- FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)
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WHAT GOES INTO CREATING YOUR EBOOK
Making a pdf for a print book, often called an electronic file is hugely different to making an
EBook.
When we make an EBook, we take your manuscript and break it down to essential parts.
Then we rebuild it from the ground up using EBook-specific code. This coding is comparable
to what is used to create a website. Below you will find an abridged version of what is
undertaken as part of the EBook conversion process. Not all EBooks are alike (fixed or
reflowable) so there are some variances in the steps.

When creating your EBook we:
1. Strip out any page numbers, headers, footers, endnotes, footnotes and other elements that
interrupt the flow of characters/text.
2. Remove all the raw text from the manuscript (it is a little more involved if removing from a
PDF).
3. Reformat the raw content using specific HTML (code) for EBooks. This will recreate the style
and design elements that you see in print (ie. chapter headers, drop caps, bold, italics, etc.).
4. Then create the EBook structure by inserting prefaces, parts, chapters, sections, etc. These
reflect appropriate page breaks and table of contents hierarchy when viewed on an
electronic device.
5. Rebuild bulleted and numbered lists using HTML.
6. Insert and hyperlink footnotes so your readers can move back and forth between the text
and the corresponding note (if footnotes applied).
7. Code hyperlinks for any websites that appear within the text.
8. Locate images and insert specific code that tells the eReader (electronic device) how to
display the image.
9. Generate a metadata file that will provide the electronic device or software with relevant
information about the book, such as title and author.
10. Create a hyperlinked table of contents that will be accessible in the navigation function of
each eReader.
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11. Form eReader-specific title and copyright pages.
12. Adjust the Cascading Style Sheets (another type of code) of the file to reflect any universal
styling that will apply to the entire EBook.
13. Convert the the EBook's source code (HTML) to EPUB and MOBI formats (these files are
recognized by specific eReaders).
14. Test. adjust and retest the files on each major eReading device. Then make the final changes
to the source code if necessary and convert to MOBI and EPUB.

HOW TO READ AN EPUB FILE.
"What is an EPUB File?"
A file with the EPUB file extension is an Open Publication Structure EBook file and is the
most common EBook format that is popular and freely available and crosses most e-readers.
Note: EPUB files are often incompatible with proprietary e-readers like the Amazon Kindle.
An EPUB file is actually 2 files, a .zip file containing the data and an XML file that describes
the data in the .zip file. You can open EPUB files by converting them or downloading a
reader program.

How To Open an EPUB File
The easiest way to open an EPUB file is to double-click on it and let your PC decide which
default application should open the file. If no program opens the EPUB file then you
probably don't have an application installed that can view and/or edit EPUB files.
EPUB files can be opened in most EBook readers, like the B&N Nook and Kobo eReader.
EPUB files have to be converted before they're usable on the Amazon Kindle
EPUB files can also be opened on a computer with various free programs including Calibre,
Adobe Digital Editions, Stanza Desktop, Mobipocket Reader Desktop, Okular, Sumatra PDF,
and many more. Please note: these applications do not read the epub file exactly like a EReader (ipad, kindle etc) and therefore what you are seeing is not the same as what a
reader who has downloaded an epub file on an ereader.
Plenty of iPhone and Android apps also exist that allow viewing of EPUB files. There's even a
Firefox Add-on, EPUBReader, that allows you to read EPUB files in the browser just like
other documents

The simplest way is to try these options first:
1. for epub - Adobe Digital Editions (download :
http://www.adobe.com/products/digitaleditions/ )
2. for mobi - Kindle Previewer 2.9 (download :
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html?ie=UTF8&docId=1000234621)
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How To Convert an EPUB File
There are two main ways to attempt to convert an EPUB file to another file type:



Open the EPUB file in its default program and choose to save the open file as
another file format.
Dowload Adobe Digital Editions or Download Calibre for free and use it to convert
EPUB files to and from other EBook formats, including ones compatible with the
Amazon Kindle.

Most computers don't really have "default" programs for opening or converting EPUB files
unless one has been purposefully installed before. In most cases, using Calibre (the second
option above) will probably be the solution to any converting you might want to do with
EPUB files.

Still Having Problems Opening or Using an EPUB File?
See http://www.wikihow.com/Open-EPUB-File for further information (with visual
prompts) on opening or using the EPUB file.

MORE ABOUT YOUR EBOOK
When your book is converted into EBook format we convert the original file type - PDF,
Word document, or InDesign - and we create both MOBI and EPUB files. Some authors will
prefer to set up directly through Kindle Direct Publishing (Amazon) as opposed to using the
Ingram service (E-Aggregator).
So with both an epub and mobil file it will allow for your book - now an EBook - to be
accessible on all major eReading devices.
The most common misunderstanding about EBooks is that even if an EBook is converted and
formatted into a "true" EBook, it is never going to look the same on all eReading devices.
This is an EBook industry problem as an EBook is built using what they call a "liquid" layout.
Essentially a person reading the book can adjust the font size and style according to their
reading preferences. If the reader wishes to increase or decrease font size, change the font
style from Times New Roman or Helvetica etc then you have no control over this and it
changes the screen layout. The beauty of EBooks are there "flexible" aspect of the format
allowing the reader to customise to their reading experience.
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FAQs
What is an EBook?
An "EBook" or "electronic book" is a digital version of a book. It can be downloaded to a
computer, desktop, laptop or Tablet PC or in some cases, to a PDA device. Different readers
may be required depending on the EBook format. Please read the PDF provided on how to
download your EBook.

Will My EBook look exactly like my print book or PDF?
No. As previously mentioned, an EBook is built with a "liquid" layout, and this allows for a user to
customise their reading experience. Put another way, for the maximum extensibility and
compatibility of an EBook it needs to use re-flowable text and that there is no set "page." Users of an
eReader can customise their reading experience by changing fonts, font size, margins, and
justification based on their reading preferences and on the screen size of the device. Because of this,
we want to convert your EBook so that it looks good on all devices, and in colour vs. black/white.
Effectively aspects such as the way a page was formatted or typeset for print - the actual layout - will
not directly translate into the EBook format. Some items may remain that can transfer to e-readers
such as aspects like bold and italicized text, but the number of pages and how each page appears in
the final product is absolutely dependent on the device that the EBook is being viewed on. A simple
explanation is - you don't see colour on a black and white television. The television will only show
what it is built for ... same with e-readers.

Will my EBook look exactly the same on all the different eReading devices?
No. Each device is built a certain way and each device has its own specified technical requirements
(formatting) for displaying an EBook file similar to the TV example above. So your book will look
different on the different reader devices, and even when using two different reading applications on
the same device. For example, an iPhone has a tiny screen, or the iPad has a larger screen than a
Kindle therefore no e-reader will have the exact same display of your book. To show more display
differences most e-readers come with factory settings with default fonts so on the iPad you might
initially be reading in Helvetica, but on the Kindle you might initially be reading in Time New Roman.

Will my EBook have a back cover?
No. A "cover" for a Kindle book OR EBook really isn’t a cover at all. It’s a flat image that will
be displayed on various web pages – most likely as a thumbnail, but also in a larger format if
the user wants to have a look. This means it’s important for the image to work as a
thumbnail in order to attract attention. Another thing that follows from the cover not being
an actual physical cover is that there is no spine, and no back cover.
In a bookstore, when a book interests you enough to pick it up, you might glance at the
cover, then at the back, then start looking at the inside content. Therefore, for print books,
not only does the front of the cover have to be good, the back cover must be equally well
designed too with correct sales handle and descriptions. However, this sales process does
not occur like this. If a reader wants to know more they click on your book, and usually they
have Amazon Search Inside or pops ups / metadata with other information about the book:
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who what when, author bio, reviews, and so on. Essentially all this content replaces the back
cover. If you have undertaken only an EBook (not print book) then this allows you to reduce
your book design costs because a back cover is not required.
For those who do want a ‘back cover’ image in an EBook it can be done, but does involve
additional costs and please note it does not necessarily meet industry standards - the choice
is of course yours.

Will my EBook have all the typical elements of a print book, such as table of
contents, page numbers, and index?
No. EBooks do not have actual pages (these are called "locations"), therefore an index would be
irrelevant. The print version page numbers listed will only correspond to pages in the print version so
an index is irrelevant, and it doesn't make sense in an EBook format. All EBooks are set out with a
Table of Contents, and these are created as "interactive TOC's" - this means that it is "built" into the
EBook itself. This allows for the reader to click on the chapter that they want to read and be
automatically directed to that specific chapter. Depending on the device, these days the EBooks can
display page numbers, and some can include your book title and/or author name at the top of every
page. It would not make sense to include page numbers into the EBooks we create.

Can my EBook have images and footnotes?
Yes! This is what we call re-flowable text with images, photos, illustrations, and other
graphics into your EBook. It is a little more complicated and there are a few requirements:
for example charts or tables will need to be converted into an image file. Image will show
below text (not wrapped around text) and will be aligned left, right, or centre. Images
cannot be overlaid with text.

Will my EBook be protected with DRM (Digital Rights Management)?
Yes. Pickawoowoo when developing EBooks are "DRM-neutral," meaning that we cannot
directly add DRM to the file. However, whenever an EBook is submitted to an e-aggregator
such as Ingram or a retailer like Amazon.com or the Apple iBookstore, those specific
companies will add DRM specific to their own devices or agreement with those devices. For
example, the Apple iBookstore adds iPad- or iPhone-specific DRM to the EPUB file. This
means that your EBook will be available for one user and one device, and it cannot be
shared between users or devices. You will need to explore this more with the service
providers if you wish to know more about DRM protection.

How can I make changes to my EBook?
If you have paid for a conversion of your PDF book or print book then the e-conversion service does
not include additional time to make author alterations (spelling etc). However, any edesign errors
(incorrectly linked) will be changed at no charge.
After conversion, you can still make changes but you may incur change fees. A minimum hourly rate
applies and this includes correspondence for changes and the reissuing of EBook files. If the number
of changes are extensive (over 20 author alterations) the ebook unfortunately will have to be
reflowed from scratch with the revised content– just like a new ebook– as it is difficult to locate the
words in a flowing content. The cost to reflow is less than making changes on an hourly basis as it is
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tedious and time consuming within html. We offer our authors a discounted rate when we resupply
the reflowed ebook, to help minimise costs.

PRICING EBOOKS
How to Price an EBook
Pricing your EBook is a big decision. Unfortunately there is not a 'one-size-fits-all' answer.
While Pickawoowoo won’t set your EBook price for you, we’ll provide you with the
following information which will act as a guide and allow you to make an informed decision
towards pricing your EBook competitively.
The main factors that affect the pricing of an EBook are:
-

length and perceived quality
royalty percentages
prices of other books in your genre.

Let’s expand on this a little more.
Length and Perceived Quality

Like most products, the less content is perceived to be less value. So readers expect shorter
books to be priced at a cheaper rate. With fiction and some imaginative nonfiction (e.g.,
memoirs, personal essays) the EBooks shorter length at say around 50,000 words means the
expectation of pricing is under $2.99.
The word expectation is important because some bargain basement retailers like Amazon,
attract bargain hunter readers while others retailers don’t. So whilst an EBook under 50,000
words priced at $2.99 might be considered way too expensive on Amazon, it could sell well
on non-bargain basement retailers i.e. Kobo.
The length of a nonfiction, especially business and self-help books, matters less because it’s
about the value of the writers content. If your EBook is short and sweet, but delivers an
important message that changes or enhances a person’s life, people will be willing to pay a
higher price.
So if shorter books are less expensive it makes sense that longer books can often be priced
higher. In essences it has taken the author more time and money to write, edit, and publish a
longer book, and therefore there is the expectation that you should be compensated for that
reason. Caveat: going too high as a new author could mean fewer people take a chance on
you and your writings so don't price yourself out of the market just yet.
There’s a whole book on the psychology of pricing and how it relates to quality so let's just
keep this simple. 'You get what you pay for' and 'perception is more important than reality''
As an example, a reader looking at a 99-cent book and a $2.99-book will often purchase the
more expensive book because they think (perceive) that it is a better quality or professionally
written.
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Royalty Percentages

Once again, whole books have been written on this so this is the abridged version. Book
royalties equal a percentage of the EBook’s retail price and that percentage will change
depending on the platform / online retailer and the RRP /list price. Essentially you make a
royalty on each sale of your EBook.
This chart illustrates the differences, with the percentages indicating how much of the price
you’ll receive:
List Price
$0.99-$2.98
$2.99-$9.99
$10-$199.99

Amazon.com
35%
70%
35%

BN.com
40%
65%
40%

Apple iBookstore
70%
70%
70%

Other Retailers
40%-55%
40%-55%
40%-55%

Please note: Use these examples ONLY as a guide because there are a number of other
factors that we cannot go into such as the country or territory an EBook is purchased in, edelivery costs ... each will affect your actual royalties.
If your book on Amazon is $2.99, you get 70% of $2.99, or about $2.09. At the same price,
you’d receive $2.09 from an iBookstore sale, $1.94 from a BN.com sale, and between $1.20
and $1.64 for other retailers.
Can you sell the EBook at different pricing levels, well no because most platforms point out
that by distributing your book to these sites, you have to agree to sell the book for the same
price everywhere, so you can’t sell your book for $2.99 on Amazon and more on BN.com to
make up the royalty percentage difference.
Industry experts tend to guide authors to price books between $2.99 and $9.99 because
Amazon and BN.com provide higher royalties for EBooks priced within this range, so it is a
good pricing structure to stay within. In fact, the most commonly purchased EBooks range
from $2.99 to $3.99, with $3.99 being most popular. Read the report from Smashwords later
in this article. Food for thought though - pricing your EBook higher means you could make
more money selling fewer books - it really depends on the other factors mentioned in this
article too.
Here is an example of 100 EBooks. Here’s what your approximate royalty would be. (All
amounts rounded to the nearest dollar.)
List Price
$2.99
$3.99
$4.99
$5.99
$6.99
$7.99
$8.99
$9.99

Amazon.com
$209
$279
$349
$419
$489
$559
$629
$699

BN.com
$194
$259
$324
$389
$454
$519
$584
$649

Apple iBookstore
$209
$279
$394
$419
$489
$559
$629
$699

Other Retailers
$120-$160
$160-$219
$200-$274
$240-$329
$280-$384
$320-$439
$360-$494
$400-$549
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Your Book’s Genre

Quite often we are asked "what would you price my EBook at?" For us to answer this
question we would have to undertake considerable research at a cost to you and to be honest
you know your book better than most so it’s time for you to do some research! You need to
search for books in the same genre and compare EBook prices. Price comparison will
demonstrate how much other authors are charging for their EBooks and will allow you to
reduce the choices for EBook pricing. Remember though, if you price too low people may
perceive your book to be of lesser quality. If you price too high people may not take the next
step - to purchase.
Indie authors who have an author platform, work with a centre of influence or an established
group of people who will buy their books, may be able to command a slightly higher price
within the range of similar titles in the genre. If however you are a 'new author' and would
like to create an author platform, work with a centre of influence or an established group of
people then pricing your EBook lower to build and gain traffic / readers would be a better
strategy.

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH - For fiction only.
Self-publishing platform and distributor Smashwords analysed EBook sales for nearly a year.
This is probably the most comprehensive and open research available to the Self Publisher.
CEO Mark Coker draws some interesting conclusions on the best way to price a selfpublished EBook.
One of the biggest decisions that self-published authors have to make is how to price their
EBook. Most self-published authors over price their EBooks and try to compete with
traditional publishers.
So what’s is the best price? Self-publishing platform and digital bookstore Smashwords
analyzed 11 months’ worth of sales — $12 million, 120,000 EBooks sold — to discern some
best practices for self-published authors. Among the findings:

Most authors price at $2.99…
Smashwords founder and CEO Mark Coker found that "authors chose to price at $2.99 more
frequently than any other price point. In last year’s survey, $.99 was a more common price
point than $2.99. In this year’s survey, $2.99 was [chosen] about 60 percent more often."

…but $3.99 sells the most copies.
Smashwords’ findings suggest that those $2.99 authors should price up by a dollar: "One
surprising finding is that, on average, $3.99 books sold more units than $2.99 books, and
more units than any other price except FREE. I didn’t expect this. Although the general
pattern holds that lower priced books tend to sell more units than higher priced books,
$3.99 was the rule-breaker. According to Smashwords Yield Graph, $3.99 earned authors
total income that was 55% above the average compared to all price points."
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Coker also noted that "Books priced between $.99 and $1.99 continue to underperform
when we look at the book’s total earnings. $1.99 performs especially poorly. It’s a black
hole. I’d avoid that price point if you can."
Coker acknowledged that if everyone starts pricing their EBooks at $3.99, the enhanced
sales effect may be lost: "Today, [the] $3.99 price point appears to be an underutilised
opportunity because there are fewer titles than $2.99 and readers respond favourably to
$3.99. However, if thousands of authors shift their pricing to $3.99 tomorrow, would the
edge diminish? I don’t know the answer to that. "
For all other EBooks it is best to do your homework and comparison on other EBooks similar to yours.
We've seen books from $3.99 to $299.00 - all have their own reasoning.
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